
BABY MAFIA 1175 

Chapter 1175: "Blackjack Hunter Guild" 

Ainsley was used to being surrounded by the guild members and calmly answered them one by one, 

especially some crucial questions. 

"The new members will go to Pandora Island after the last batch returns. You will stay there for three 

months and tour the guild headquarters." 

Since the guild headquarters wasn't in the Godlif Country, it became a global headquarters for the 

Irregular Tamer Guild worldwide. 

Over there, the Gasha Country's guild members and the Godlif Country's guild members would meet 

each other. 

Usually, the headquarters would hold a friendly match between the two guild branches— 

Especially when there were tons of monsters and beasts to be tamed on the island. 

The guild members immediately nodded, and before they could ask more, Ainsley hurriedly answered 

the other member's question about her taming challenge. 

"I will do the challenge in three days. I will go against both the beast and monster tamer at the same 

time." 

Ainsley smiled cheerfully as she spread her charm around like usual. 

"If you guys have time, you can watch my live broadcast and support me." 

The guild members' faces instantly flushed, and the bold ones even screamed. 

"Ah, ah, so cute!" 

"Yes, yes, guild founder. We will definitely watch your live broadcast and support you!" 

"A pity we can't go to Death Meadow right away..." 

"But isn't that place open to the public? What if the beast tamer and the monster tamer brats use dirty 

tricks to cheat?" 

"Well, the battle arena staff will ensure they won't cheat, but if they send some mercenaries to disturb 

the guild founder...that is still possible." 

"What to do? Should we hire some assassins or mercenaries too?" 

"I think the assassin and the mercenary guild will reap a lot of money through this challenge..." 

"I heard the monster and beast hunters are all going to the Death Meadow tomorrow." 

"Really? Which big hunter guild planned this?" 

"That Blackjack Hunter Guild. My friend said that there will be a new member orientation at the Death 

Meadow, and it lasted 7 days." 



"Won't they meet the guild founder and the brats from the two tamer guilds, then?" 

"They will definitely meet!" 

"But the Death Meadow is so big. Maybe they won't necessarily bump into each other?" 

But a meadow didn't have too many trees or places to hide, and it was easy to spot people, especially if 

they wore dark clothes. 

However, the beasts and monsters living in the Death Meadow were also ferocious, and they were 

usually the tiger, lion, hyena or those animal types. 

As for the monsters...it was said that because the Death Meadow was the blood clan's battlefield, the 

monsters all had something to do with the blood clan. 

It was strange that these monsters didn't fear the sun like the blood clan members, but they also had 

the blood clan members' characteristics. 

Since celestials also claimed their own unique celestial beast or celestial monster, the blood clan 

members actually had a few claimed ones too. 

However, these irregular tamer guild members had just become tamers recently, and they had never 

gone to the Death Meadow. 

They could only speculate things in a low voice. 

"What about the beast and monster hunters? Will they disturb the guild founder?" 

People said tamers disliked beast and monster hunters because tamers still tried to be nice to beasts 

and monsters. 

But hunters only wanted to kill monsters and beasts for benefit. 

Many monsters and beast tamers had to be wary of hunters suddenly killing their contracted beasts or 

monsters just because they were rare. 

Of course, killing a contracted beast and monster was illegal according to the joint guild's rules, but 

many hunters still did it in the dark. 

"What if the guild founder is taming some monsters or beasts and the hunters come to kill the tamed 

monsters and beasts?" 

If that happened, Ainsley would lose her newly tamed target, and the battle arena staff wouldn't count 

the lost target into her final result. 

Undoubtedly, this taming challenge wasn't as simple as it seemed. 

Ainsley heard the members whispering about the hunters, and she also couldn't help but squint her 

eyes. 

In her country, the monster and beast hunters did hunt wild ones, but they only hunted dangerous types 

that ability users deemed as a disaster. 



They would also come to help when there was a lot of beast and monster rampage. 

Only then did they reap the benefit of hunting the wild beasts and monsters. 

Even when the number of beasts and monsters in Godlif Country was actually higher than the ones in 

Gasha Country, the Godlif Country's hunters didn't kill monsters or beasts as they wished. 

It was strange that the Gasha Country, which was a particularly safe country from wild beasts and 

monsters, actually hunted beasts and monsters indiscriminately. 

Not all monsters and beasts were bad, and not all of them were hostile to humans. 

If they weren't a threat to human's survival, the Godlif Country's people also wouldn't provoke the 

beasts and monsters— especially beasts. 

After all, beasts had high intelligence and emotion. They also knew love and affection for family 

members or friends. 

If humans killed their friends or family without any reason, it was no wonder that they would retaliate. 

This is also why tamers in Godlif Country were always cautious and respectful when facing their 

monsters and beasts. 

Even monsters with low intelligence were still respected because monsters were sensitive to human 

feelings— whether they had malicious intent or not. 

Of course, most monsters habitually attacked humans at first sight due to blood hatred and instinct, so 

people in Godlif Country usually killed more monsters than beasts! 

 


